Abstract. Haptic interfaces, which allow a user to touch virtual and remote environments through a hand-held tool, have opened up exciting new possibilities for applications such as computer-aided design and robot-assisted surgery. Unfortunately, the haptic renderings produced by these systems seldom feel like authentic re-creations of the richly varied surfaces one encounters in the real world. We have thus envisioned the new approach of haptography, or haptic photography, in which an individual quickly records a physical interaction with a real surface and then recreates that experience for a user at a different time and/or place. This paper presents an overview of the goals and methods of haptography, emphasizing the importance of accurately capturing and recreating the high frequency accelerations that occur during tool-mediated interactions. In the capturing domain, we introduce a new texture modeling and synthesis method based on linear prediction applied to acceleration signals recorded from real tool interactions. For recreating, we show a new haptography handle prototype that enables the user of a Phantom Omni to feel fine surface features and textures.
Introduction
When you touch objects in your surroundings, you feel a rich array of haptic cues that reveal each object's geometry, material, and surface properties. For example, the vibrations and forces experienced by your hand as you stroke a piece of fabric or write on a sheet of corrugated cardboard are easily identifiable and distinct from those generated by gripping a foam ball or tapping on a hollow bronze sculpture. Humans excel at eliciting and interpreting haptic feedback during such interactions, naturally leveraging this wealth of information to guide their actions in the physical world (Klatzky and Lederman, 2003) .
Motivated by the richness and usefulness of natural haptic feedback, we have envisioned the new approach of haptography. Like photography in the visual domain, haptography enables an individual to quickly record the feel of an interesting object and reproduce it at another time and/or place for someone to interact with as though it was real. The idea for haptography was first articulated by Kuchenbecker in 2008, and this paper provides an overview of its goals and methods. Haptographic technology involves highly sensorized handheld tools, haptic signal processing for model synthesis, and uniquely actuated haptic interfaces, all focused on capturing and recreating the rich feel of real surfaces.
Once these capabilities are available, a wide variety of practical applications will benefit from haptography. For example, it will provide a fast, simple way to store the current feel of a physical object (such as a unique marble statue or a dental patient's tooth), compare it with a database of other recordings, and analyze surface changes over time. Haptographs will also allow a wide range of people to touch realistic virtual copies of objects that are not directly accessible, such as archaeological artifacts and merchandise being sold online. Furthermore, haptography has the potential to significantly increase the realism of medical simulators and video games by incorporating object models built from quantitative contact data captured during real interactions. Beyond virtual environments, haptography can have a beneficial impact on teleoperation, where the operator uses a haptic interface to control the movement of a remote robot and wants to feel the objects being manipulated as though they were locally present. Finally, the haptographic focus on recording, analyzing, and recreating everything felt by the human hand will probably yield new insights on the sense of touch, which may help robotic hands achieve human-like dexterity and sensitivity in interactions with real physical objects.
Enabling the art and science of haptography requires us to answer two main questions: How can we characterize and mathematically model the feel of real surfaces? and How can we best duplicate the feel of a real surface with a haptic interface? Building on knowledge of the human haptic sensory system, haptography research uses measurement-based mathematical modeling to derive perceptually relevant haptic surface models and dynamically robust haptic display methods. The following sections of this paper explain the envisioned system paradigm, our initial work on capturing the feel of surfaces, and our continuing work on recreating such surfaces realistically.
Overview of Haptography
Despite its ubiquitous importance in human life, we currently lack a formal method for analyzing and understanding the feel of touch-based interaction with physical objects. Furthermore, fundamental surface modeling and device design choices prevent the vast majority of existing haptic interfaces from compellingly duplicating the feel of real objects.
Target Interactions. Direct-touch haptography would enable an individual to capture natural interactions between their fingertip and an interesting surface and then recreate that exact feel with a programmable tactile interface that can be freely explored. While fascinating and useful, there are currently many technological
